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We are growing in the Ponte
Vedra and Nocatee market
and looking for a part-time
appointment setter and account
representative!

Join Our Team!

Thank you, Kate and Scott, for opening your home and sharing life with
us. Thank you to our dedicated business partners who make Ponte Vedra
Neighbors possible. This April I’m going all in, and in Harley’s honor being a
fool for love and celebrating the small things!

Harley understands being all in; he greets each day with enthusiasm, never
misses meals, exercises frequently, celebrates the ordinary, loves meeting new
people, gets plenty of rest, never gives up, enjoys the moment, and never holds
grudges. My son Ian shares his birthday month with his loyal four-legged
comrade and in his own words, “Harley has taught me so much about love and
loyalty, no matter what I’ve done, no matter what I’m going through he loves
me. Every time I walk through the door, he is there greeting me with a huge
goofy grin on his face and a nudge for rubs. Harley always makes my day a
thousand times better.”

We are celebrating my 12-year old Golden’s birthday on April Fool’s day; he
is a rescue and the day seemed to suit his spontaneous style. This past month
the gray-faced puppy slyly helped himself to a slice of pizza which sent him
into an awful bout of tummy troubles and terrible runs. We spent half the
weekend wondering if our time together was nearing the end and the other
half preparing special meals and making sure he was getting plenty of fluids.

Dear Residents,

Publisher Letter

Meeting in 2005 after an introduction by a mutual friend,
Kate and Scott knew pretty quickly they had a strong
connection. Laughter ignited their story into action. Kate says,
“Our first date was at Panera Bread. I’m an introvert, and he’s
an extrovert, but we talked and laughed over sandwiches and
closed the place down.” Soon after, they were married, and their
family now includes Austin,12, Amelia,10 and four copiouslyloved Weimaraners ranging in ages from six months to thirteen
years, (two are theirs & two are fosters).
They joined the Ponte Vedra Beach community in 2011 when
Kate found a ranch style home on a double lot with a guest
house and a pool. A design professional by trade, Kate knew
the abandoned gem was exactly what they were looking for, a
diamond in the rough. After a year-long renovation, they kept
the exterior and structural integrity of the home intact but
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remodeled the interior space to reflect their personal style. This
is now one of their favorite places to hang out and is just steps
from the beach and the PVIC.
Before the couple met, Scott attended Wake Forest, FSU
and then received his Doctor of Dental Medicine from UF in
1998. Kate was in the Design/Build industry. In 2007, after
merging their lives, Dr. Wagner (Scott) completed the core
curriculum for Advanced Dental Studies and received his LVI
Fellow designation for this achievement. Kate then became a
full-time mom which she jokingly adds was like “trading the
75-hour work week to take on the 100-hour per week career of
a full-time Mom.”
Scott’s dental practice, Eccella Smiles on Marsh Landing
Parkway in Jacksonville Beach, keeps him busy. His practice
offers a full range of dental services including restorative,

he Wagner family live by a handful of mottos including, “You can do anything you want; it just
needs to make sense.” and one that truly resonates, “Keep moving forward.” For them, what
makes sense, is living a life filled with love, laughter and purpose.
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cosmetic and preventative care. A bonus smile-maker at his
practice is Shadow, a tripod Weimaraner therapy dog. Shadow
shows up a few days a week, and by special request, to provide
dental stress relief and to comfort patients in the chair. Shadow
is one of their adopted rescues that Kate pulled and transported
from Mississippi in 2016.
Animal rescue has always been a part of Kate’s life, as has her
affinity for Weimaraners. In
2015, she became the VP & SE
Rescue Coordinator for The
Grayter Good Weimaraner
Rescue; an IRS recognized
501C3 charity. Having hosted
over 70 Weimaraners in her
home since 2015, she tells us
that all of them have had an
impact on their family. “Kids
growing up with animals, dogs
in particular, develop an early
understanding of compassion,
empathy, companionship,
responsibility and acceptance.”
Austin and Leeli play a big part
in their Mom’s rescue efforts
and many a weekend day have
been given up to complete a
transport or help with a dog
that needs placement.
This ever-present passion
for animals has propelled Kate
to embark on her next big
venture, opening Sawgrass Pet
Resort, a dog daycare, boarding
and training facility which
is projected to open in fall of
2019. Kate’s mission for this
venture is to provide a safe,
active, recreational, healthy
environment while improving
the quality of life for dogs and
serving the local community.”

Scott and Kate are both incredibly excited about this project and
eager for their vision to become a reality.
When it’s time to leave the day-to-day responsibilities behind
each family member has a long list of things they love to do.
Scott loves to surf, mountain bike, kiteboard, play music and
golf; he is also an active member of the Ponte Vedra Rotary. Kate
enjoys running with the dogs, educating people about rescue
and volunteering at school.
She loves the mountains and
counts the days in-between
the family trips up there.
Austin is a swimmer, golfer
and a talented pianist, he also
loves gaming and is a master
shark’s tooth finder. Amelia,
a gymnast, swimmer and
singer has an infectious laugh,
loves chocolate and is a puppy
whisperer. Their Weims are a
big part of the family as well.
When they are not out and
around town, you will find
them at home or on the beach
with their pack. Their house is
always full of soft grey longeared belly rubbing loving
pooches.
As an active family, they also
love traveling and vacation as
often as they can. Scott shares,
“We love the outdoors; our
favorite family trips are either
the North Carolina mountains
or the Florida Keys. They are
both immersive environments
of nature, and the kids love
it. We like to get away and
completely disconnect.” Kate
said, “We also love traveling
with Scott’s parents. We are
blessed to have them as role
Do you know a neighbor who has a story to share? Nominate
your neighbor to be featured in one of our upcoming issues!
Contact us at meeka.cook@bestversionmedia.com.

models for Austin and Leeli and for ourselves. We treasure all
the times and all the trips we take with them. They are a big part
of who we are and who we want to continue to become.”
They love this area and feel fortunate to call Ponte Vedra
Beach their home.
If you take a walk down the beach, you may run into the
Wagners. They will be easy to spot, just look for the smiles and
all the Weims.
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